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Introduction of H4D



• Doctorate in theoretical Physics

• Masters in applied Supercondutivity

• Graduation in physics degree

• Degree in Science with qualification in 
mathematics

• Postdoctoral in Physics

Academic Background

Introduction of H4D



Objectives

- Information / Research Sharing

- Getting Partnership

- Encourage Research on the Topic 



Theme

Can the preexisting condition of generalized quantum

entanglement between dipoles explain anomalous forces in some

devices?



Quantum Entanglement

EPRB experiment using a Stern- Gerlash setup Quantum entanglement is a physical phenomenon that occurs 

when pairs or groups of particles are generated or interact in 

ways such that the quantum state of each particle cannot be 

described independently of the others, even when the particles 

are separated by a large distance—instead, a quantum state must 

be described for the system as a whole.

Entanglement is now being studied in diverse fields 

ranging from quantum computation matter to quantum 

gravity

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_state


Quantum Entanglement



Momentum components for an un-entangled 

quantum system

Non-local Potential

Momentum components for an entangled 

quantum system

The “free” particle 2 undergo a change 

of its momentum when the other 

entangled partner (particle 1)  hits a 

potential barrier.

Schröndinger equation for the system



“Schröndinger evolution, away from an initial 
unentangled state almost always leads to 
increasing entanglements. So why do the 
ordinary objects of experience appear as 
separated independente things? “ 
Roger Penrose

Entanglement Chain

| A (tn)> = ÛA(tn) |    A (t0) 

Entanglement chain between 

the particle A and n others 



Everything is Entangled

The Curie curve law curve of magnetic 

susceptibility      versus temperature can only be 

explained if all internal magnetic dipoles (spins) 

of insulating salt be quantum entangled each 

other. 

Many other properties of quantum entanglement 

on the macroscale have been discovered !



Quantum entanglement, between photons that never coexist

Theoretically, new particles created 

from the quantum vacuum (after the 

Big Bang, they have been created 

continuously..) become entangled with 

other ones already destroyed.

Everything is Entangled



Everything is Entangled



Everything is Entangled

Answering Penrose:

Some small subsystems are mostly 

entangled with particles far beyond the 

horizon, and two randomly chosen 

small subsystems are unlikely to be 

directly entangled with each other.

It is worth investigating the effect of 
non-local potentials considering the 
pre-existing condition of generalized 
quantum entanglement !

Lets make the transition energy of a 
myriad of particles using a strong local 
potential…
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Single electric (molecular) dipole of 

the floor  

Single electric (molecular) dipole of the 

capacitor
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Single magnetic (molecular) dipole of 

the solenoid core

Single magnetic (molecular) dipole 

of the floor
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Local

Potential  

Non-local

Potential  

Local

Potential  

Non-local

Potential  

Oriented along field

e.g. transition energy of electric dipole

Oriented against field

Displacement of entangled dipoles 

according to the momentum 

conservation principle just considering 

non-local interaction between them !

Explaining Anomalous Forces in Solenoids and Capacitors

Entangled states of  dipole pair

Dipole pair Dipole pair



Explaining Anomalous Forces in Solenoids and Capacitors

Any calculation is “hard” regarding a 

myriad of dipoles in the dielectric or core 

magnetic using the quantum mechanics 

framework. 

Capacitor  

Dielectric  

Electric dipoles of the environment  

Use Macroscopic observables* such as Magnetic Susceptibility.

Macroscopic quantum complementary

Relation -> inequality  

*defined as the total value of a physical quantity over a collection of quantum systems.



Explaining Anomalous Forces in Solenoids and Capacitors

1

8𝜋2

Typical constant term of quantum

equations (Schröndinger equation). 

“Non-local” dipolar force for magnetic solenoids

“Non-local” dipolar force for symmetric capacitors*

“Non-local” dipolar force for asymmetric capacitors*

ϵr = 1 + 
Clausius-Mossotti relation presents macroscopic

variables as relativity permittivity ϵr and microscopic 

variables as atomic polarizability  

Em amounts to the summation of 

energy eigenvalues of all

magnetic dipoles 

In this case, the electric permittivity      is 

also considered a quantum entanglement 

witness such as the magnetic susceptibility  

*They have some similar elements of dielectrophoresis force equations



Explaining Anomalous Forces in Solenoids and Capacitors
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Explaining Anomalous Forces in Solenoids and Capacitors

Above: our experiment of magnetic core using

a milligram digital scale 

Above: Our experiments with symmetric 

and asymmetric capacitors using 

accelerometer.

Left: Experiment with asymmetric 

capacitor implemented by NASA and J. 

Naudin.

Remark: it was reduced the “local” interactions between device and environment to 

it become negligible in our experiments and the measurements seem to be in 

accordance with the “non-local” dipolar force equations!

~77µN

~20mgf

~190mgf

~40mgf



Beyond Solenoids and Capacitors > EM Drive with Dielectric

Standing wave (electric field) inside the cylinder 

dielectric -> asymmetric capacitor

Axial (thrust) force measured by NASA -> 40 µN

We are still getting more data for calculation...

Cannae cavity

Pillbox shape

PFTE dielectric

935 MHz RF

Torsion pendulun



Beyond Solenoids and Capacitors > EM Drive with Dielectric



Beyond Solenoids and Capacitors > EM Drive with Dielectric

Standing wave (electric field) inside the

cylinder dielectric -> asymmetric capacitor

Axial (thrust) force measured by NASA

(30 ~120 µN)   

We are still getting more data for calculation...

Tapered cavity

RF dielectric

Resonator

Torsion pendulun

~ 1880 MHz RF

Roger Shawyer’s design



Beyond Solenoids and Capacitors > EM Drive with Dielectric



Beyond Solenoids and Capacitors > Piezoelectrics

g33 = V . T / F

F = V . T / g33

S = F / A

D = S / Y

f = F . D

Parameter Description Direct mode Converse mode

V Voltage
applied from 
the outside

internally 
generated

T
Tickness of the 

disc

F
Mechanical 

Force
internally 
generated

applied from the 
outside

S Strain
internally 
generated

applied from the 
outside

A
Circular area 

of the disc

Y
Young 

modulus

g33
Piezoeletric 
parameter

valid valid

D
Axial 

deformation

f
"Non-local" 

Force
externally 
induced

externally 
induced

Experiment of induction “non-local” force 

using PZT4 ceramic disc in the direct mode

Repulsive and acttrative force detection 

using accelerometer (~ 98µN)



Beyond Solenoids and Capacitors > Piezoelectrics

g33 = V . T / F

F = V . T / g33

S = F / A

D = S / Y

f = F . D

Correspondence between the formules:

We are still getting more data for calculation



Beyond Solenoids and Capacitors > Piezoelectrics

g33 = V . T / F

F = V . T / g33

S = F / A

D = S / Y

f = F . D

Correspondence between the formules:

We are still getting more data for calculation



Challenges

- Magnetic saturation of the cores 

- Develop a computing simulation of entangled quantum dipole 

system to accomplish the classical (macroscopic) observables

- Breakdown voltage of dielectric

- Need to increase the dielectric constant x breakdown voltage

- Weak force value readings x noise (acoustic, seismic, thermal etc)

- Measure the geometry ( 3D map) of the external induction region

- Plot graphics with reasonable range of variables (voltage, current etc)

- Improve the “non-local” effects usually weak (almost imperceptible)

- Check other signature of “non-local” effects like interaction speed



Thank you!!

Danke!!

Elio Porcelli

elioporcelli@h4dscientific.com

www.h4dscientific.com

mailto:elioporcelli@h4dscientific.com
http://www.h4dscientific.com/

